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 .An l, m, n -generated group G is a quotient group of the triangle group
 .  < l m n :T l, m, n s x, y, z x s y s z s xyz s 1 . In this paper the authors continue
 .the study on the p, q, r -generations and nX-complementary generations of the
sporadic simple groups, where p, q, r are distinct primes. The problem is resolved
for the groups HS and McL. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
 .This paper is intended as part of a series of papers on the p, q, r -
generations and related topics of the sporadic simple groups. The
 .p, q, r -generations of the groups J and J were studied by the second1 2
w x wauthor in 11 and that of the group J by the authors of this paper in 7,3
x8 . The motivations for this study are outlined in the above-mentioned
papers and the reader is encouraged to consult these papers together with
w x w x1, 4, 5, 12 and 16]18 for background material.
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 .  :  .A group G is said to be l, m, n -generated if G s x, y , with o x s l,
 .  .  .o y s m, and o xy s n. In the present paper we investigate p, q, r -
generations, p, q, r distinct primes, for the Higman]Sims group HS and
the McLaughlin group McL. We prove the following results.
 .THEOREM 2.8. The Higman]Sims group HS is p, q, r -generated for all
 4  .  .p, q, r g 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 with p - q - r, except when p, q, r s 2, 3, 5 or
 .2, 3, 7 .
 .THEOREM 4.8. The McLaughlin group McL is p, q, r -generated for all
 4  .  .p,q, r g 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 with p - q - r, except when p, q, r s 2, 3, 5 ,
 .  .2, 3, 7 , or 2, 3, 11 .
w xThe ATLAS 3 serves as a valuable source of information and we use
the Atlas notation for conjugacy classes, maximal subgroups, etc. For
example, a general conjugacy class with representatives of order n will be
represented by nX while nXY will denote the class nX or nY. Computa-
w xtions were carried out with the aid of GAP 14 running on a Sun GX2
computer.
Let G be a finite group, lX, mY, and nZ conjugacy classes of G, and z
 .a fixed representative of nZ. The structure constant D G s
 .  .D lX, mY, nZ is defined to be the cardinality of the set x, y g lX =G
< 4  w xmY xy s z and can be calculated from the character table of G cf. 9 for
.  . U  .more detail . Denote by D* G s D lX, mY, nZ the number of pairs inG
 :the above set that additionally satisfy G s x, y . The conjugacy classes
will be suppressed whenever it is clear from the context which classes are
 .referred to. Clearly the group G admits an l, m, n -generatoin if and only
 .if there exist conjugacy classes lX, mY, nZ, for which D* G ) 0. In this
 .case we also say G is a lX, mY, nZ -generated group.
 .For H F G containing z, we denote by S H j ??? j H the numberi 1 r
 .  :of distinct pairs x, y g lX = mY such that xy s z and x, y F H , fori
 .  .  .some 1 F i F r. Then D* G s D G y S M j ??? j M , where1 s
 4M , . . . , M is the family of all maximal subgroups of G containing z.1 s
Conjugate subgroups have the same structure constants and the number of
 .conjugates of a maximal subgroup M of G containing z is given by x z ,M
where x is the permutation character of G with action on the conjugatesM
 w x.  .of M cf. 19 . For a sporadic simple group G we calculated D G and
 .S M from the character table of G and M, respectively stored in GAP.
The following result is, in certain situations, very effective at establishing
non-generations.
w xLEMMA 1.1 2 . Let G be a finite centerless group and suppose lX, mY,
 . U  . <  . <nZ are G-conjugacy classes for which D* G s D lX, mY, nZ - C nZ .G G
 .  .Then D* G s 0 and therefore G is not lX, mY, nZ -generated.
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 .Related to the l, m, n -generations of a group G are the nX-comple-
 w x.mentary generations of G cf. 7, 19 . A group G is said to be nX-comple-
mentary generated if, given an arbitrary non-identity element x g G, there
 : w xexists a y g nX such that G s x, y . In 19 it is proved that it suffices to
assume x is of prime order. Thus G is nX-complementary generated if and
 .only if G is pY, nX, t Z -generated, for all conjugacy classes pY contain-p
ing prime order elements, and some conjugacy class t Z depending onp
. w xpY . We proved in 8 that if G is nX-complementary generated and
 .ksY s nX, for some integer k, then G is sY-complementary generated.
The major results we prove in this regard are:
THEOREM 3.3. The group HS is nX-complementary generated if and only
if nX s 4C or n G 5.
THEOREM 5.2. The group McL is nX-complementary generated if and only
if n G 4.
 .2. p, q, r -GENERATIONS OF THE GROUP HS
We will use the maximal subgroups of HS listed in the ATLAS exten-
sively, especially those with order divisible by 7 or 11. For any maximal
 .subgroup H of a simple group G, the action of G on the right or left
cosets of H is equivalent to action of G on the conjugates of H. The
 .permutation characters of HS on the right cosets hence conjugates of the
3  .maximal subgroups isomorphic to 4 : L 2 and M , in terms of irreducible3 11
characters of HS, are not given in the ATLAS. We list in Table I fusion
 .maps of these maximal subgroups into HS obtained from GAP that will
enable us to evaluate the permutation characters on the different classes.
The permutation character of a group with action on the conjugates of a
maximal subgroup H will be written as x . A general conjugacy class of aH
subgroup H will be denoted by nx, where n is the order of the elements in
this class.
TABLE I
Partial Fusion Maps into HS
3  .4 : L 2 -class 2 a 2b 2c 2 d 3a 3b 5a 7a3
<  . <3C nx 384 192 1440 96 360 36 30 74 : L 2.3
ª HS 2 A 2 A 2 B 2 B 3 A 3 A 5 A 7A
M -class 2 a 3a 4a 5a 6a 8a 8b 11a 11b11
<  . <C nx 48 18 8 5 6 8 8 11 11M11
ª HS 2 A 3 A 4 A 5C 6 A 8 B 8 B 11 A 11B
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The group HS has order 29.32.53.7.11 and acts primitively as a rank-3
group of degree 100. The point stabilizer under this action is isomorphic to
M and x s 1a q 22a q 77a. We apply Ree's transitivity condition22 M22
 w x.cf. 2, 13 to this action.
 .If HS is pX, qY, rZ -generated, then by Ree's result we have c q c q1 2
c F 102, where c , c , c are the number of cycles of a representative in3 1 2 3
pX, qY, rZ, respectively.
LEMMA 2.1. The group HS is not
 .  .  .i 2 A, 2 A, tX - and 2 A, 2 B, tX -generated, for any integer t,
 .  .  .ii 2 B, 2 B, pX - and 2 A, 3 A, pX -generated, for any prime p,
 .  .iii 2 B, 3 A, 7A -generated.
Proof. The result follows from the application of Ree's transitivity
condition to the permutations in Table II.
 .LEMMA 2.2. The group HS is not 2 A, 5X, 7A -generated, where X g
 4A, B, C .
Proof. For the case X s A, non-generation follows immediately from
 .the structure constant D 2 A, 5 A, 7A s 0.HS
The group HS acts on a 22-dimensional irreducible complex module V
  ..   ..   ..with dim VrC 2 A s 8, dim VrC 5B s 16, dim VrC 5C s 16,V V V
  ..and dim VrC 7A s 18. But 8 q 16 q 18 - 44, and non-generation forV
 w x.the cases X s B, C follows from Scott's theorem cf. 2, 15 .
 .LEMMA 2.3. The group HS is 2 B, 5X, 7A -generated, where X g
 4A, B, C .
Proof. The maximal subgroups of HS with order divisible by 2 = 5 = 7,
that is, containing elements of order 2, 5, and 7, are isomorphic to either
 .  .  .M , U 5 :2, L 4 :2 , or S . Now x 2 B s 0 and hence if M F HS,22 3 3 1 8 M22
with M ( M , then 2 B l M s B. Therefore, M and its subgroups are22
 .  .not 2 B, 5X, 7A -generated. Also any U 5 :2 subgroup of HS is not3
 .   . .  42 B, 5X, 7A -generated since S U 5 :2 s 0, for all X g A, B, C . Fur-3
 .  .  .thermore, x 5 A s 0 s x 5B and S 2 B, 5C, 7A s 0. WeL 4.:2 L 4.:2 L 4.:23 3 3
 .  .  .also find that x 5 A s 0 s x 5C and S 2 B, 5B, 7A s 0.S S S8 8 8
TABLE II
Cycle Type of a Representative in pX
HS-class 2 A 2 B 3 A 7A 11 A 11B
 .x pX 20 0 10 2 1 1M 22
20 40 50 10 30 2 14 1 9 1 9Cycle type 1 2 2 1 3 1 7 1 11 1 11
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 .Thus we conclude that no proper subgroup of HS is 2 B, 5X, 7A -
 .  .generated, and hence D* HS s D HS . The result follows from
 .  .  .D 2 B, 5 A, 7A s 42 s D 2 B, 5B, 7A and D 2 B, 5C, 7A s 490.HS HS HS
 .LEMMA 2.4. The group HS is 3 A, 5X, 7A -generated, where X g
 4A, B, C .
 .Proof. We first prove that HS is 3 A, 5 A, 7A -generated. Since
 .  .  .   . .x 5 A s x 5 A s x 5 A s 0 and S U 5 :2 s 21, the only maxi-M L 4.:2 S 322 3 8
 .mal subgroups of HS, up to isomorphisms, that contain 3 A, 5 A, 7A -
 .generated subgroups are U 5 :2. Now a fixed element of order 7 in3
 .  .U ( U 5 :2 is contained in x 7A s 1 conjugate subgroup of U. The3 U
 .group HS contains two non-conjugate classes of U 5 :2 subgroups and3
hence
D* HS G D HS y 2S U s 126 y 42 s 84 ) 0. .  .  .
 .  .Next, we show that HS is 3 A, 5B, 7A -generated. We calculate x 5BM22
 .  .   . .s 0 s x 5B , S S s 0, and S U 5 :2 s 140. Therefore, up toL 4.:2 8 33
 .isomorphisms, U 5 :2 is the only maximal subgroup of HS that admit3
 .  .3 A, 5B, 7A -generated subgroups. Furthermore, we calculate D HS s
 .  .560, and hence D* HS G 560 y 2 140 s 280.
 .Finally, we consider the triple 3 A, 5C, 7A . Amongst the maximal
subgroups of HS with order divisible by 3 = 5 = 7, the only subgroups
with empty intersection with any conjugacy class in this triple are isomor-
  .  .phic to S x 5C s 0. From the structure constants we calculate S M8 S 228
  . .   . .s 2464, S U 5 :2 s 280, and S L 4 :2 s 882. Also a fixed element of3 3
 .  .order 7 is contained in x 7A s 2 conjugates of M and x 7A s 1M 22 L 4.:222 3
 .  .  .conjugate of L 4 . Furthermore, D HS s 6720, and hence D* HS G3
 .  .6720 y 2 2464 y 2 280 y 882 s 350 ) 0, proving the result.
 .  .LEMMA 2.5. The group HS is 2 B, 3 A, 11Z -, 2 A, 5Y, 11Z -,
 .  .  .  .2 B, 5 X , 11Z -, 2 B, 7A, 11Z -, 3 A, 5Y , 11Z -, 5Y , 7A, 11Z -,1
 .  45X , 5X , 11Z -generated, for distinct X , X g A, B, C and all Y, Z g1 2 1 2
 4A, B .
Proof. From the list of maximal subgroups of HS we observe that, up
to isomorphisms, M and M are the only maximal subgroups of HS22 11
 .  .  .with order divisible by 11. However, x 2 B s x 5 A s x 5B s 0M M M22 22 22
and hence the classes 2 B, 5 A, and 5B have empty intersection with any
M subgroups of HS. Similarly, it follows from Table I that an M22 11
subgroup of HS does not meet the classes 2 B, 5 A, and 5B. Since all the
triples in the statement of the lemma involve either a 2 B-, 5 A-, or
5B-class, no proper subgroup of HS is generated by these triples and
 .  .  .hence D* HS s D HS . We observe from Table III that D HS ) 0 for
all these triples, proving the result.
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TABLE III
Structure Constants of HS
pX 3 A 5 A 5B 5C 7A
 .D 2 A, pX, 11Z 11 11 11 231 825HS
 .D 2 B, pX, 11Z 33 33 33 605 2211HS
 .D 3 A, pX, 11Z 308 242 363 4950 17622HS
 .D 5 A, pX, 11Z 242 176 297 3564 12672HS
 .D 5B, pX, 11Z 363 297 418 5907 21153HS
 .  .LEMMA 2.6. The group HS is 2 A, 5C, 11 X - and 3 A, 5C, 11 X -
 4generated, where X g A, B .
 .Proof. We first show that HS is 2 A, 5C, 11 X -generated. Let N F HS
with N ( M . The subgroup N acts on V, the set of conjugate subgroups11
 w x.of M9 ( M in HS with orbits of length 12, 22, and 66 cf. 10 . Let G be22
the orbit of length 12 with M g G and N the stabilizer of M in N. ThenM
w x  .N: N s 12 and hence N ( L 11 , the only subgroup of N with indexM M 2
 < g 4  <  . 412. However, N s g g N M s M s g g N g g N M s M sM HS
 .  .  .N l M. We calculate D HS s 231, S M s 176, S M s 33, and22 11
  .S L 11 s 22. Also if we fix an element of order 11 in N or M, then it is2
 .contained in no other conjugate of N or M, respectively. Thus D* HS s
 .  .D HS y S M j N j N , where N and N are non-conjugate M1 2 1 2 11
 .  .  .subgroups of HS. Hence D* HS G 231 y 176 y 2 33 q 2 22 s 33 ) 0,
 .and the 2 A, 5C, 11 X -generation of HS follows.
 .  .Next we show that 3 A, 5C, 11 X -generation of HS. We have D HS s
 .  .  .4950, S M s 2112, and S M s 99. Thus D* HS G 4950 y 2112 y22 11
 .2 99 s 2640, and the result follows.
 .  .LEMMA 2.7. The group HS is 2 A, 7A, 11 X -, 3 A, 7A, 11 X -, and
 .  45C, 7A, 11 X -generated, where X g A, B .
Proof. The only maximal subgroups of HS that may contain
 .pX, 7A, 11 X -generated subgroups, p a prime, are isomorphic to M .22
 .We easily calculate the structure constants D 2 A, 7A, 11 X s 825,HS
 .  . D 3 A, 7A, 11 X s 17622, D 5C, 7A, 11 X s 253440, S 2 A,H S H S M 22
.  .  .7A, 11 X s 352, S 3 A, 7A, 11 X s 3520, and S 5C, 7A, 11 XM M22 22
 .  .  .s 25344. In all cases, D* HS s D HS y S M ) 0, proving the result.22
We now summarize the above results in the following theorems.
 .THEOREM 2.8. The Higman]Sims group HS is p, q, r -generated for all
 4  .  .p, q, r g 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 with p - q - r, except when p, q, r s 2, 3, 5 or
 .2, 3, 7 .
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Proof. This follows from Lemmas 2.1 to 2.7 and the fact that the
 .triangular group T 2, 3, 5 ( A .5
 .COROLLARY 2.9. The group HS is pX, pX, qY -generated, with p - q,
 4  4  .for all pX g 5 A, 5B, 5C, 7A , qY g 7A, 11 A, 11B , and p, p, q s
 .3, 3, 11 .
w xProof. We use the lemma in 2 which states: Let G be a simple group
 .   .2 .that is 2 X, sY, tZ -generated. Then G is sY, sY, tZ -generated. The
result follows immediately from an application of this result to Lemmas 2.3
and 2.5.
3. nX-COMPLEMENTARY GENERATIONS OF THE
GROUP HS
w xOur approach will be along the same lines as in 8 , that is, we will find
the triangular presentations of HS that allow us to deduce its nX-comple-
mentary generations. For the case where n is prime, the triangular
generations in the prevoius section will suffice.
LEMMA 3.1. The group HS is not nX-complementary generated, where
 4nX g 3 A, 4 A, 4B .
 w x.Proof. For the case 3 A we use a theorem by Brauer cf. 9 which
w xstates: Let x be a character of a group G with x , 1 s 0. Let A, B F GG
and suppose
w x w x w xx , 1 q x , 1 ) x , 1 .A A B B Al B Al B
Then A and B generate a proper subgroup of G.
 .  :  :Let x g Irr HS of degree 22, A s x , and B s y , where x g 2 A
w x  4 w xand y g 3 A. Then x , 1 s 0 and A l B s e . Moreover, x , 1 sHS A A
w x w x  :14, x , 1 s 10, and x , 1 s 22, and hence x, y - HS. ThusB B Al B Al B
 .HS is not 2 A, 3 A, tX -generated, for any t, and it follows from Lemma 1
w xin 19 that HS is not 3 A-complementary generated.
It is evident from Table IV and Lemma 1.1 that HS is not
 .2 A, 4 A, tX -generated, for any t, and hence not 4 A-complementary
generated.
To prove that HS is not 4B-complementary generated it suffices to
 .show that HS is not 2 A, 4B, tX -generated, for any class tX with
 . <  . <  .D 2 A, 4B, tX G C tX . We first consider the case 2 A, 4B, 7A . LetHS HS
M be a maximal subgroup of HS isomorphic to M and x g M a fixed22
element of order 7. Then x is contained in two conjugates of M, say M
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TABLE IV
Structure Constants of HS
tX 5 A 5B 5C 6 A 6B 7A 8 A
 .D 2 A, 4 A, tX 0 0 0 15 0 0 2HS
 .D 2 A, 4B, tX 0 0 75 27 48 35 46HS
<  . <C tX 500 300 25 36 24 7 16HS
tX 8 BC 10 A 10B 11 AB 12 A 15 A 20 AB
 .D 2 A, 4 A, tX 0 0 10 0 0 0 4HS
 .D 2 A, 4B, tX 0 0 10 22 18 15 0HS
<  . <C tX 16 20 20 11 12 15 20HS
g  .and M . We calculate S M s 28 and thus22
D* HS F D HS y S M y S M g q S M l M g .  .  .  .  .
s y21 q S M l M g . .
Now M l M g is a two-point stabilizer on the set V of 100 points. The
w g xaction of M on V gives orbits of size 1, 22, and 77. Thus M: M l M s 22
g w g xor 77. Since x g M l M , it must follow that M: M l M s 22, and
g  .hence M l M ( L 4 , the only subgroup of M with index 22. Further3 22
  ..  .we calculate S L 4 s 21 and therefore D* HS s 0, proving non-gener-3
 .ation. The non-generation of the HS by the triple 2 A, 4B, 5C follows
from Ree's theorem by using the cycle structures of elements in the
conjugacy classes 2 A, 4B, and 5C.
 .  .Next we calculate D 2 A, 4B, 6B s 48 and S 2 A, 4B, 6B s 36.HS M22
 . <  . <Thus D* HS F 12 - C 6B and non-generation follows from LemmaHS
 .1.1. The same argument can be applied for the triple 2 A, 4B, 8 A since
 .  .D HS s 46 and S M s 44. Furthermore, we calculate22
 .  .  .D 2 A, 4B, 11 X s 22 s S 2 A, 4B, 11 X , D 2 A, 4B, 12 A s 18 sHS M HS22
 .  .  .S 2 A, 4B, 12 A , and D 2 A, 4B, 15 A s 15 s S 2 A, 4B, 15 A . Non-S HS S8 8
generation by these triples follows once more from Lemma 1.1. Thus we
conclude that HS is not 4B-complementary generated, completing the
proof.
LEMMA 3.2. The group HS is nX-complementary generated, where nX g
 44C, 6 A, 6B, 8 A .
Proof. Recall that the maximal subgroups of HS with order divisible by
 .11 are, up to isomorphisms, M two non-conjugate classes and M .11 22
Also a fixed element of order 11 is contained in a unique conjugate of an
 .M respectively, M subgroup of HS. We deal separately with each11 22
conjugacy class.
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TABLE V
Structure Constants of HS
pX 2 A 2 B 3 A 5 A 5B 5C 7A 11 AB
 .D pX, 4C, 11 A 66 198 1782 1386 2112 27720 90000 64152HS
 .D pX, 6 A, 11 A 132 396 3234 2442 3894 49390 175890 111914r114664HS
 .D pX, 6B, 11 A 242 638 5148 3696 6160 73920 264000 167904HS
 .D pX, 8 A, 11 A 396 1012 7920 5544 9504 110880 396000 250272HS
 .First we consider the class 4C. We calculate D 2 A, 4C, 20 A s 60. IfHS
K is a maximal subgroup of HS with non-empty intersection with each of
 . 4the classes 2 A, 4C, and 20 A, then K ( U 5 :2, 4 ? 2 :S or 5:4 = A .3 5 5
 .  .However, S K s 0 for all the above subgroups and therefore D* HS s
 .60, proving the 2 A, 4C, 20 A -generation of HS. The fusion maps into HS
give M l 4C s 4b and M l 4C s 4a. Now for all classes pX, other22 11
than 2 A, we observe from Tables V, VI, and VII that
DU pX , 4C , 11 A G D pX , 4C , 11 A y S pX , 4C , 11 A .  .  .HS HS M22
y2S pX , 4C , 11 A ) 0, .M11
 .so that HS is pX, 4C, 11 A -generated. We therefore conclude that HS is
4C-complementary generated.
The conjugacy class 6 A does not meet any subgroup isomorphic to M11
 .or M and hence no proper subgroup of HS is tX, 6 A, 11 A -generated,22
for any t. From the structure constants in Table V, we conclude that HS is
6 A-complementary generated. The class 6B has non-empty intersection
with all subgroups isomorphic to M and M . It is clear from Tables V,11 22
U  .VI, and VII that D pX, 6B, 11 A ) 0 and 6B-complementary genera-HS
tion of HS follows.
Lastly, M l 8 A s B and M l 8 A s 8a. Thus from the above tables11 22
DU pX , 8 A , 11 A s D pX , 8 A , 11 A y S pX , 48 A , 11 A ) 0, .  .  .HS HS M22
proving 8 A-complementary generation of HS. This completes the result.
TABLE VI
Structure Constants of M22
px 2 a 3a 5a 7ab 11ab
 .D px, 4a, 11a 22 319 2640 1936 1364M 22
 .D px, 4b, 11a 44 638 5280 3872 2728M 22
 .D px, 6a, 11a 121 1155 7744 5280 3256r3124M 22
 .D px, 8a, 11a 198 1760 11616 8096 4576M 22
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TABLE VII
Structure Constants of M11
px 2 a 3a 5a 11ab
 .D px, 4a, 11a 11 44 198 110M11
 .D px, 6a, 11a 44 66 264 132M11
We are now ready to prove the main result in this section.
THEOREM 3.3. The group HS is nX-complementary generated if and only
if nX s 4C or n G 5.
 . w xProof. From Remark 2.3 ii in 8 it follows that HS is not 2 X-comple-
mentary generated. We proved in the previous section that the group HS
 .  .  .  .is 2 X, 5 A, 11Z -, 3 A, 5 A, 11Z -, 5 A, 5Y, 11Z -, 5 A, 7A, 11Z -gener-
 4  4  . w xated, X, Z g A, B and Y g A, B, C . Thus from Remark 2.3 i in 8 , we
 .have shown that HS is pX, 5 A, q Z -generated, for all conjugacy classesp
pX with representatives of prime order. It therefore follows that HS is
5 A-complementary generated.
Similar arguments will show that HS is 5B-, 5C-, 7A-, and 11 X-comple-
 4  .2mentary generated, for X g A, B . Furthermore, we have 8 B s 4C s
 .2  .2  .2  .2  .28C , 10 A s 5 A, 10B s 5B, and 20 A s 10 A s 20B . The re-
w xsult now follows from Lemma 3.1 and an application of Lemma 2.2 in 8 to
Lemma 3.2.
 .4. p, q, r -GENERATIONS OF THE GROUP McL
The sporadic simple group of McLaughlin McL has order 27.36.53.7.11
and acts transitively on a set G of 275 points. The point stabilizer of this
 .action is a maximal subgroup U ( U 3 with orbits of length 1, 112, 1624
and the permutation character of McL on the conjugates of U is x sU
1a q 22 a q 252 a. For basic properties of McL and information on its
w xsubgroups the reader is referred to 6 .
 .The permutation characters of McL on the cosets or conjugates of the
 .  .maximal subgroups U 3 , M , and U 5 are given in the ATLAS. In4 22 3
Table VIII we list partial fusion maps, obtained from GAP, of the maximal
 .subgroups of McL with order divisible by 7 or 11 for which the permuta-
tion character on its right cosets are not given in the ATLAS. We adopt
the same notation as in the previous sections.
w x  .LEMMA 4.1 16 . The group McL is not 2 A, 3 X, tY -generated, for any
 4integer t, where X g A, B .
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TABLE VIII
Partial Fusion Map into McL
 .L 4 :2 -class 2 a 2b 3a 5a 7a 7b3 2
<  . <C nx 128 336 18 5 14 14L 4.:23 2
ª McL 2 A 2 A 3B 5B 7A 7B
2 ? A -class 2 a 2b 3a 3b 5a 7a 7b8
<  . <C nx 40320 192 360 36 30 14 142 ?A8
ª McL 2 A 2 A 3 A 3B 5 A 7A 7B
42 : A -class 2 a 2b 3a 3b 5a 7a 7b7
<  . <4C nx 2688 96 36 36 5 14 142 : A7
ª McL 2 A 2 A 3B 3B 5B 7A 7B
M -class 2 a 3a 4a 5a 6a 8a 8b 11a 11b11
<  . <C nx 48 18 8 5 6 8 8 11 11M11
ª McL 2 A 3B 4 A 5B 6B 8 A 8 A 11 A 11B
Proof. From an application of Lemma 1.1 to the triples in Table IX it
 .immediately follows that McL is not 2 A, 3 A, tY -generated, for any
integer t.
 :  :Let A s x and B s y , where x g 2 A and y g 3B. If x is the
wirreducible character of McL of degree 22, then the inner product x ,A
x w x w x1 s 14, x , 1 s 10, and x , 1 s 22. Thus by a result ofA B B Al B Al B
 w x.  :Brauer see proof of Lemma 3.1 or 9 , we have x, y - McL, and the
result follows.
 .LEMMA 4.2. The group McL is not 2 A, 5X, 7Y -generated, where X,
 4Y g A, B .
4 Proof. Let H F McL with H ( 2 : A . We then calculate S 2 A,7 H
.  . 5 A, 7Y s 7 s D 2 A, 5 A, 7Y and thus McL is not 2 A, 5 A,Mc L
.7Y -generated.
The group McL acts on a 22-dimensional complex irreducible module V
  ..   ..   ..with dim VrC 2 A s 8, dim VrC 5B s 16, and dim VrC 7Y sV V V
 w x.18. But 8 q 16 q 18 s 42 - 44, contradicting Scott's theorem cf. 15 .
 .Hence McL is not 2 A, 5B, 7Y -generated.
TABLE IX
Structure Constants for McL
tX 7AB 8 A 9AB 10 A 11 AB 12 A 14 AB 15 AB 30 AB
 .D 2 A, 3 A, tX 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 6M c L
<  . <C tX 14 8 27 30 11 12 14 30 30M c L
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 .LEMMA 4.3. The group McL is 3 A, 5X, 7Y -generated, where X, Y g
 4A, B .
Proof. The maximal subgroups of McL with non-empty intersection
 .with the class 3 A are, up to isomorphisms, U ( U 3 and H ( 2 ? A . A4 8
 .fixed element of order 7 is contained in x 7Y s 2 conjugate subgroupsU
 .of U and a unique conjugate subgroup of H see Table VIII . Also
 .x 5 A s 0 and 5B l H s B; thusU
DU 3 A , 5 A , 7Y G D 3 A , 5 A , 7Y y S 3 A , 5 A , 7Y .  .  .Mc L Mc L H
s 63 y 7 ) 0 and
DU 3 A , 5B , 7Y G D 3 A , 5B , 7Y y 2S 3 A , 5B , 7Y .  .  .Mc L Mc L U
s 644 y 2 112 ) 0, .
and the result follows.
 .LEMMA 4.4. The group McL is 3B, 5X, 7Y -generated, where X, Y g
 4A, B .
 .Proof. We first prove the 3B, 5 A, 7Y -generation of McL. The maxi-
mal subgroups with non-empty intersection with the classes 5 A and 7Y are
 .  .   ..isomorphic to U 5 and 2 ? A . We calculate D McL s 595, S U 5 s3 8 3
 .21 s S 2 ? A . Further, a fixed element of order 7 is contained in two8
 .conjugates of a U 5 subgroup and a unique conjugate of a 2 ? A sub-3 8
 .  .group. Thus D* McL G 595 y 2 21 y 21 s 532 and McL is therefore
 .3B, 5 A, 7Y -generated.
 .Next we consider the case 3B, 5B, 7Y . The only maximal subgroup of
McL, up to isomorphisms, with order divisible by 7 and empty intersection
with either class 3B or 5B is 2 ? A . For the remaining maximal subgroups8
 .M we list below S M and the number h of conjugates of M containing a
fixed element z of order 7.
 .  .M h S M hS M
 .U 3 2 9408 188164
M 2 2464 492822
M 2 2464 492822
 .U 5 2 420 8403
 .L 4 :2 1 882 8823 2
42 : A 1 336 3367
42 : A 1 336 3367
 .Thus the total number of pairs x, y g 3B = 5B with xy s z g 7Y is at
 .most 31066. The result follows since D McL s 50400.
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 .  .LEMMA 4.5. The group McL is 2 A, 5 A, 11Y -, 3 A, 5X, 11Y -,
 .  .  .  .3B, 5 A, 11Y -, 3 A, 7X, 11Y -, 5 A, 5B, 11Y -, and 5 A, 7X, 11Y -
 4generated, where X, Y g A, B .
Proof. The maximal subgroups of McL with order divisible by 11 are
 .  .isomorphic to either M or M . However, x 3 A s x 5 A s 0 and11 22 M M22 22
from Table VIII we conclude that 3 A l M s B s 5 A l M . Therefore11 11
  .  .  ..no proper subgroup of McL is p 3 A , p pX , p 11Y - or
  .  .  ..p pX , p 5 A , p 11Y -generated, for any prime p and p g S . Thus for3
 .  .all the triples in the statement of the lemma D* McL s D McL and the
result follows from Table X.
 .  .LEMMA 4.6. The group McL is 2 A, 5B, 11 X - and 3B, 5B, 11 X -gener-
 4ated, where X g A, B .
 .Proof. We calculate D 2 A , 5 B , 11 X s 715 and DM c L M c L
 .3B, 5B, 11 X s 34485. Now a fixed element of order 11 is contained in a
unique conjugate of M and M subgroups of McL, respectively. Also,11 22
 .  .  .S 2 A, 5B, 11 X s 33, S 2 A, 5B, 11 X s 176, S 3B, 5B, 11 X sM M M11 22 11
 .99, and S 3B, 5B, 11 X s 2112. Since McL contains two non-conjugateM22 U  .classes of M subgroups, we obtain D 2 A, 5B, 11 X G 715 y 33 y22 Mc L
 . U  .2 176 s 330 ) 0 and similarly D 2 A, 5B, 11 X G 30162 ) 0, provingMc L
the result.
 .  .LEMMA 4.7. The group McL is 2 A, 7X, 11Y -, 3B, 7X, 11Y -, and
 .  45B, 7X, 11Y -generated, where X, Y g A, B .
Proof. The only maximal subgroup of McL, up to isomorphisms, with
order divisible by 7 = 11 is the subgroup M . We easily calculate22
 .  . D 2 A, 7X , 11Y s 1584, D 3B, 7X , 11Y s 66132, D 5B,M c L M c L M c L
.  .  .7X, 11Y s 2566080, S 2 A, 7X, 11Y s 176, S 3B, 7X, 11Y sM M22 22
 .  .  .1760, S 5B, 7X, 11Y s 12672, and in all cases, D* McL s D McL yM22
 .S M ) 0, proving the result.22
TABLE X
Structure Constants of McL
pX 5 A 5B 7X
 .D 2 A, pX, 11Y 22 715 1584M c L
 .D 3 A, pX, 11Y 44 1100 2178M c L
 .D 3B, pX, 11Y 1122 34485 66132M c L
 .D 5 A, pX, 11Y 1540 47410 85536M c L
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We are now ready to prove the main results in this section.
 .THEOREM 4.8. The McLaughlin group McL is p, q, r -generated for all
 4  .  .p,q, r g 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 with p - q - r, except when p, q, r s 2, 3, 5 ,
 .  .2, 3, 7 , or 2, 3, 11 .
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 4.1 to 4.7 and the fact that the
 .triangular group T 2, 3, 5 ( A .5
 .COROLLARY 4.9. The group McL is pX, pX, qY -generated, with p - q,
 4  4for all pX g 5 A, 5B, 7A, 7B and qY g 7A, 7B, 11 A, 11B .
w xProof. This follows immediately from an application of Lemma 2 in 2
 .see proof of Corollary 2.9 to Lemmas 4.2, 4.5, and 4.7.
5. nX-COMPLEMENTARY GENERATIONS
OF THE GROUP McL
We proceed as in Section 3. The maximal subgroups of McL with order
 .divisible by 11, that is, containing all possible pX, nY, 11 A -generated
proper subgroups of McL are, up to isomorphisms, M or M .11 22
LEMMA 5.1. The group McL is nX-complementary generated, where nX g
 44 A, 6 A, 6B, 9A .
Proof. The fusions into McL give M l 4 A s 4a, M l 6B s 6a,11 11
 4M l 4 A s 4a j 4b, and M l 6B s 6a. For nX g 4 A, 6B ,22 22
DU pY , nX , 11 A G D pY , nX , 11 A y pY , nX , 11 A .  .  .Mc L Mc L
M22
y2 pY , nX , 11 A ) 0, .M11
for all classes pY with prime order representatives cf. Tables VI, VII, and
.XI . This shows that McL is 4 A- and 6B-complementary generated.
The class 6 A does not meet any subgroup of McL isomorphic to M or11
M . Also the groups M and M contain no elements of order 9. Thus if22 11 22
 4 U  .  .nX g 6 A, 9A , then D pY, nX, 11 A s D pY, nX, 11 A , and theMc L Mc L
6 A- and 9A-complementary generation follows from Table XI.
THEOREM 5.2. The group McL is nX-complementary generated if and only
if n G 4.
Proof. The group McL is not 2 A-complementary generated cf. Re-
 . w x.  .mark 2.3 ii in 8 . Since McL is not 2 A, 3 X, tY -generated for any
 .integers t cf. Lemma 4.1 , it is not 3 A- or 3B-complementary generated.
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TABLE XI
Structure Constants of McL
pX 2 A 3 A 3B 5 A 5B 7AB 11 AB
 .D pX, 4 A, 11 A 143 286 8316 12056 362780 667656 866228M c L
 .D pX, 6 A, 11 A 44 88 2354 3300 99000 178002 227304M c L
 .D pX, 6B, 11 A 572 814 24992 33000 990000 1782398 2277792M c L
 .D pX, 9A, 11 A 759 1188 33561 44154 1332045 2376000 3037419M c L
 4We proved in the previous section for any pX g 5 A, 5B, 7AB, 11 AB , the
 .group McL is qY, pX, r Z -generated, for all conjugacy classes qY withq
elements of prime order. Therefore the group McL is pX-complementary
generated.
w xThe result now follows from an application of Lemma 2.2 in 8 to the
classes with prime order representatives and the classes in Lemma 5.1.
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